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file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ACTISURF
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DREACTEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DIFFCOM
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DEPET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DEPCOMEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DEFET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DEFEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DDEBACT
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DCRET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DCREN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DATEVE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DATEMAJ
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DATEES
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DAPET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DAPEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#CTONET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#COMET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#CODPOS
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#CIVILITE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#CEDEX
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#CATEGORIE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#AUXILT
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ARRONET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#APRM
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#APET700
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#APEN700
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#AMINTRET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#AMINTREN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ADR_MAIL
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ACTIVNAT
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file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#LIBNJ
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#LIBNATETAB
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#LIBCOM
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#LIBAPET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#LIBAPEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L7_NORMALISEE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L7_DECLAREE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L6_NORMALISEE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L6_DECLAREE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L5_NORMALISEE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L5_DECLAREE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L4_NORMALISEE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L4_DECLAREE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L3_NORMALISEE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L3_DECLAREE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L2_NORMALISEE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L2_DECLAREE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L1_NORMALISEE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#L1_DECLAREE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#INDREP
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#IND_PUBLIPO
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#EVE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ESS
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ESASEC4N
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ESASEC3N
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ESASEC2N
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ESASEC1N
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ESAAPEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ESAANN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#EPCI
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ENSEIGNE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#EFETCENT
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#EFENCENT
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DU
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#DREACTET
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file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#SAISONAT
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#RPET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#RPEN
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file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#PRODET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#PRODEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#PRENOM
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ORIGINE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#NUMVOIE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#NOMEN_LONG
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#NOM
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#NJ
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#NICSIEGE
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file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MSIGLE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MPRODET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MPRODEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MONOACT
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MODET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MODEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MNOMEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MNJ
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MNICSIEGE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MENSEIGNE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MAUXILT
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MAPET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MAPEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#MADRESSE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#LIEUACT
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file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#LIBTEFEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#LIBREG
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file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#ZEMET
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file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#TYPCREH
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#TU
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#TEL
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#TEFET
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#TEFEN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#TCD
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#TCA
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#SIRETPS
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#SIREN
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#SIGLE
file:///U:/H435/DOCUMENTATION%20SIRENE/Dessins%20de%20fichiers%20%20M,%20L,%20XL/version%20anglaise%20fichiers/HYPERLINK#SIEGE


SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Enterprise identifier - SIREN

Definition The SIREN number is the unique identification number allocated to each 
enterprise by INSEE.

More information This number is a simple serial number consisting of 8 digits plus one check 
digit allowing its validity to be checked.

It is allocated only once and is only removed from the register when the legal 
person ceases to exist (death or cessation of all activity for an unincorporated 
enterprise, winding up for a legal entity). It will never be used again to register 
another SIREN unit.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 9

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Establishment internal classification number - NIC

Definition The NIC is an internal classification number that serves to distinguish 
establishments that are part of the same enterprise. It consists of 5 digits. 
When added to the SIREN, it forms the SIRET number.

More information It consists of four digits and a fifth one that enables the validity of the SIRET 
no. to be checked.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

Complete description of the daily update file design 7



SIRENE DISSEMINATION
First line of the establishment’s address - L1_NORMALISEE

Definition This variable corresponds to the first line of the establishment's address.

More information Up to 20 June 2018, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to 
L7_NORMALISEE were subject to processing to make them compliant with 
the RNVP Standard (Restructuring, Standardisation and Postal Validation). At 
the end of this operation, if it was possible to standardise the address, then:
The variable L1_NORMALISEE became the first line of the establishment’s 
addressing in line with the RNVP standard.
If not, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE 
were not in line with the RNVP standard but remained address variables 
identical to variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE.
As of 21 June 2018, INSEE had terminated its address processing procedure 
aimed at compliance with the RNVP standard. Thus, for establishments 
created from 21 June and those whose address was modified from 21 June 
2018, the address is not corrected by the RNVP. The variables ranging from 
L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are then identical to variables 
L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE. This decision affects only those 
establishments created from 21 June and those the address of which has 
been modified from 21 June 2018. For other institutions (created before 21 
June 2018 or the address of which has not changed since), variables ranging 
from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are in line with the RNVP 
standard if the address was successfully standardised, or identical to the 
variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE otherwise.

Source and updating Sirene register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable declared by enterprises and subject to RNVP processing 
(RNVP = restructuring, normalisation and postal validation). This process 
allows the addresses in the Sirene dissemination files to be normalised. The 
normalisation is based on the La Poste standard. INSEE cannot alter the 
operation carried out on the addresses.

Complete description of the daily update file design 8



SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Second line of the establishment's address - L2_NORMALISEE

Definition This variable corresponds to the second line of the establishment's address.

More information Up to 20 June 2018, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to 
L7_NORMALISEE were subject to processing to make them compliant with 
the RNVP Standard (Restructuring, Standardisation and Postal Validation). At 
the end of this operation, if it was possible to standardise the address, then:
The variable L2_NORMALISEE became the second line of the 
establishment’s addressing in line with the RNVP standard.
If not, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE 
were not in line with the RNVP standard but remained address variables 
identical to variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE.
As of 21 June 2018, INSEE had terminated its address processing procedure 
aimed at compliance with the RNVP standard. Thus, for establishments 
created from 21 June and those whose address was modified from 21 June 
2018, the address is not corrected by the RNVP. The variables ranging from 
L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are then identical to variables 
L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE. This decision affects only those 
establishments created from 21 June and those the address of which has 
been modified from 21 June 2018. For other institutions (created before 21 
June 2018 or the address of which has not changed since), variables ranging 
from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are in line with the RNVP 
standard if the address was successfully standardised, or identical to the 
variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE otherwise.

Source and updating Sirene register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable declared by enterprises and subject to RNVP processing 
(RNVP = restructuring, normalisation and postal validation). This process 
allows the addresses in the Sirene dissemination files to be normalised. The 
normalisation is based on the La Poste standard. INSEE cannot alter the 
operation carried out on the addresses.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Third line of the establishment's address - L3_NORMALISEE

Definition This variable corresponds to the third line of the establishment's address.

More information Up to 20 June 2018, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to 
L7_NORMALISEE were subject to processing to make them compliant with 
the RNVP Standard (Restructuring, Standardisation and Postal Validation). At 
the end of this operation, if it was possible to standardise the address, then:
The variable L3_NORMALISEE became the third line of the establishment’s 
addressing in line with the RNVP standard.
If not, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE 
were not in line with the RNVP standard but remained address variables 
identical to variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE.
As of 21 June 2018, INSEE had terminated its address processing procedure 
aimed at compliance with the RNVP standard. Thus, for establishments 
created from 21 June and those whose address was modified from 21 June 
2018, the address is not corrected by the RNVP. The variables ranging from 
L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are then identical to variables 
L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE. This decision affects only those 
establishments created from 21 June and those the address of which has 
been modified from 21 June 2018. For other institutions (created before 21 
June 2018 or the address of which has not changed since), variables ranging 
from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are in line with the RNVP 
standard if the address was successfully standardised, or identical to the 
variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE otherwise.

Source and updating Sirene register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable declared by enterprises and subject to RNVP processing 
(RNVP = restructuring, normalisation and postal validation). This process 
allows the addresses in the Sirene dissemination files to be normalised. The 
normalisation is based on the La Poste standard. INSEE cannot alter the 
operation carried out on the addresses.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Fourth line of the establishment's address - L4_NORMALISEE

Definition This variable corresponds to the fourth line of the establishment's address.

More information Up to 20 June 2018, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to 
L7_NORMALISEE were subject to processing to make them compliant with 
the RNVP Standard (Restructuring, Standardisation and Postal Validation). At 
the end of this operation, if it was possible to standardise the address, then:
The variable L4_NORMALISEE became the fourth line of the establishment’s 
addressing in line with the RNVP standard.
If not, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE 
were not in line with the RNVP standard but remained address variables 
identical to variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE.
As of 21 June 2018, INSEE had terminated its address processing procedure 
aimed at compliance with the RNVP standard. Thus, for establishments 
created from 21 June and those whose address was modified from 21 June 
2018, the address is not corrected by the RNVP. The variables ranging from 
L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are then identical to variables 
L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE. This decision affects only those 
establishments created from 21 June and those the address of which has 
been modified from 21 June 2018. For other institutions (created before 21 
June 2018 or the address of which has not changed since), variables ranging 
from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are in line with the RNVP 
standard if the address was successfully standardised, or identical to the 
variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE otherwise.

Source and updating Sirene register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable declared by enterprises and subject to RNVP processing 
(RNVP = restructuring, normalisation and postal validation). This process 
allows the addresses in the Sirene dissemination files to be normalised. The 
normalisation is based on the La Poste standard. INSEE cannot alter the 
operation carried out on the addresses.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Fifth line of the establishment's address - L5_NORMALISEE

Definition This variable corresponds to the fifth line of the establishment's address.

More information Up to 20 June 2018, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to 
L7_NORMALISEE were subject to processing to make them compliant with 
the RNVP Standard (Restructuring, Standardisation and Postal Validation). At 
the end of this operation, if it was possible to standardise the address, then:
The variable L5_NORMALISEE became the fifth line of the establishment’s 
addressing in line with the RNVP standard.
If not, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE 
were not in line with the RNVP standard but remained address variables 
identical to variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE.
As of 21 June 2018, INSEE had terminated its address processing procedure 
aimed at compliance with the RNVP standard. Thus, for establishments 
created from 21 June and those whose address was modified from 21 June 
2018, the address is not corrected by the RNVP. The variables ranging from 
L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are then identical to variables 
L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE. This decision affects only those 
establishments created from 21 June and those the address of which has 
been modified from 21 June 2018. For other institutions (created before 21 
June 2018 or the address of which has not changed since), variables ranging 
from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are in line with the RNVP 
standard if the address was successfully standardised, or identical to the 
variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE otherwise.

Source and updating Sirene register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable declared by enterprises and subject to RNVP processing 
(RNVP = restructuring, normalisation and postal validation). This process 
allows the addresses in the Sirene dissemination files to be normalised. The 
normalisation is based on the La Poste standard. INSEE cannot alter the 
operation carried out on the addresses.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Sixth line of the establishment's address - L6_NORMALISEE

Definition This variable corresponds to the sixth line of the establishment's address.

More information Up to 20 June 2018, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to 
L7_NORMALISEE were subject to processing to make them compliant with 
the RNVP Standard (Restructuring, Standardisation and Postal Validation). At 
the end of this operation, if it was possible to standardise the address, then:
The variable L6_NORMALISEE became the sixth line of the establishment’s 
addressing in line with the RNVP standard.
If not, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE 
were not in line with the RNVP standard but remained address variables 
identical to variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE.
As of 21 June 2018, INSEE had terminated its address processing procedure 
aimed at compliance with the RNVP standard. Thus, for establishments 
created from 21 June and those whose address was modified from 21 June 
2018, the address is not corrected by the RNVP. The variables ranging from 
L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are then identical to variables 
L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE. This decision affects only those 
establishments created from 21 June and those the address of which has 
been modified from 21 June 2018. For other institutions (created before 21 
June 2018 or the address of which has not changed since), variables ranging 
from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are in line with the RNVP 
standard if the address was successfully standardised, or identical to the 
variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE otherwise.

Source and updating Sirene register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable declared by enterprises and subject to RNVP processing 
(RNVP = restructuring, normalisation and postal validation). This process 
allows the addresses in the Sirene dissemination files to be normalised. The 
normalisation is based on the La Poste standard. INSEE cannot alter the 
operation carried out on the addresses.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Seventh line of the establishment's address - L7_NORMALISEE

Definition This variable corresponds to the seventh line of the establishment's address.

More information Up to 20 June 2018, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to 
L7_NORMALISEE were subject to processing to make them compliant with 
the RNVP Standard (Restructuring, Standardisation and Postal Validation). At 
the end of this operation, if it was possible to standardise the address, then:
The variable L7_NORMALISEE became the seventh line of the 
establishment’s addressing in line with the RNVP standard.
If not, the variables ranging from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE 
were not in line with the RNVP standard but remained address variables 
identical to variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE.
As of 21 June 2018, INSEE had terminated its address processing procedure 
aimed at compliance with the RNVP standard. Thus, for establishments 
created from 21 June and those whose address was modified from 21 June 
2018, the address is not corrected by the RNVP. The variables ranging from 
L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are then identical to variables 
L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE. This decision affects only those 
establishments created from 21 June and those the address of which has 
been modified from 21 June 2018. For other institutions (created before 21 
June 2018 or the address of which has not changed since), variables ranging 
from L1_NORMALISEE to L7_NORMALISEE are in line with the RNVP 
standard if the address was successfully standardised, or identical to the 
variables L1_DECLAREE to L7_DECLAREE otherwise.

Source and updating Sirene register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable declared by enterprises and subject to RNVP processing 
(RNVP = restructuring, normalisation and postal validation). This process 
allows the addresses in the Sirene dissemination files to be normalised. The 
normalisation is based on the La Poste standard. INSEE cannot alter the 
operation carried out on the addresses.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
First line of the address declared for the establishment - L1_DECLAREE

Definition This variable corresponds to the first line of the address declared for the 
establishment.

In most cases, it corresponds to the company name for a legal entity or the 
title, usual surname and forename of a sole proprietor.

More information This variable consists of: 

- for legal entities, the company's name, condensed into 38 characters

NB: not to be confused with the identity of a recipient within an enterprise, 
who must appear in line 2 of the postal address.

- for unincorporated enterprises, the title in its long form, the usual surname 
and the forename of the sole proprietor. The usual surname is the name that 
he/she has stated that he/she wishes to use: it may be his/her own family 
name or that of his/her spouse or a pseudonym.

This variable does not contain any separators.

Remark: this variable may be different to the NOMEN_LONG variable in:

- its length since L1_DECLAREE is condensed into 38 characters compare to 
131 for NOMEN_LONG 

- the presentation of the name of sole proprietors since NOMEN_LONG gives 
the birth name.

Source and updating SIRENE register

In the event of a company name changing during the year, this enterprise-
level variable is only modified for the establishment(s) modified when the 
declaration is processed. If there is an update during the year, the other 
establishments may also see this variable modified.

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Second line of the address declared for the establishment - 
L2_DECLAREE

Definition This variable corresponds to the second line of the address declared for the 
establishment.

This variable may be the enterprise or the establishment's trading name.

This is the name under which the company trades and which enables the 
customers to identify the enterprise.

E.g.: a company whose name is "SOCIETE MAISAL" trades under the 
trading name "Intermarché".

More information This variable consists, up to the limit of 38 characters, of the following if they 
are in the register:

- for legal entities: the establishment's brand name, trade name or acronym,

- for unincorporated enterprises: the establishment's brand name or trade 
name.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Third line of the address declared for the establishment - 
L3_DECLAREE

Definition This variable corresponds to the third line of the address declared for the 
establishment.

This variable can provide precise and often decisive information for the final 
phase of delivering the post, such as locality, industrial estate, business park, 
shopping centre, floor, department, etc.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Fourth line of the address declared for the establishment - 
L4_DECLAREE

Definition This variable corresponds to the fourth line of the address declared for the 
establishment.

This an item in the address declared by the establishment: building number 
in the street, "repetition indicator (2A, 2B, etc.), type of street or road and the 
name of the street or road.

More information Useful information:

- the building number is a single number (not 52/54 for example), 
accompanied by a repetition indicator if there is one (A B C D or extension B, 
T, Q, C for BIS, TER, QUATER, QUINQUIES...).

- if the building number consists of a series of numbers, only the first one is 
retained (e.g.: 15 for 15/17)

- there are never any commas, apostrophes, underlining or dashes after the 
building number.

- streets and roads do not necessarily have a specific type. The road name 
corresponds to its official name. Abbreviations, initials and the omission of 
words will only be used if the road name is longer than 32 characters.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Fifth line of the address declared for the establishment - L5_DECLAREE

Definition This variable corresponds to the fifth line of the address declared for the 
establishment.

It is a special delivery indication such as a post office box (BP). For better 
postal deliveries, the address is in postal format and this variable 
corresponds to the fifth line of the postal address.

More information There are other special indications: postal sectors, TSA (Tri Service Arrivée, 
arrival sorting) or CS (Course Spéciale, special delivery). It can also be a 
complement to the sixth line of the address, but not always.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Sixth line of the address declared for the establishment - 
L6_DECLAREE

Definition This variable corresponds to the sixth line of the address declared for the 
establishment.

It corresponds to one of the following:

- postcode and name of the locality

- postcode and name of the delivering post office

- CEDEX code and CEDEX name

More information It contains:

1/ either the postcode and name of the locality.

The postcode may be different to that of the CODPOS variable, which only 
includes the postcodes of municipalities or delivering post offices if the 
municipality has several delivering post offices. The name of the locality is its 
official name as recorded in the COG (Code Officiel Géographique, Official 
Geographic Code)

2 / or the postcode and the name of the delivering post office, especially in 
the Overseas Departments (DOM).

In this case the name of the municipality appears in the previous line of the 
address.

3 / or the CEDEX code (Courrier d'Entreprise à Distribution EXceptionnelle, 
special business postal deliveries) and the CEDEX name.

The CEDEX code enables business post to be clearly and precisely 
identified, and to receive specific treatment. In these cases, the code is 
followed by the cedex name (name of the town followed by the word "cedex" 
and sometimes a number (e.g.: 75675 Paris cedex 14). If it concerns a 
special delivery service, the name of the special delivery will be noted (e.g.: 
Armées). Postcodes and CEDEX codes are items that specify the post office 
that will deliver the post. These are postal organisation data that must be 
used as they are. For addresses abroad, this sixth line may include a code if 
there is one in the country concerned, followed by the name of the locality. It 
is always followed by the seventh line, which contains the name of the 
country.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Seventh line of the address declared for the establishment - 
L7_DECLAREE

Definition This variable corresponds to the seventh line of the address declared for the 
establishment.

It is the name of the country for addresses abroad.

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable consists of geographical data from the SIRENE register.

The classification used is that of the COG (Code Officiel Géographique, 
Official Geographic Code) which is available from INSEE and on the website 
http://www.insee.fr/under the heading "Classifications".

Length 38

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Building number in the street - NUMVOIE

Definition This variable gives the number of the building in the street included in the 
establishment's address. It is not always completed.

More information This is an optional variable. When it is completed, it is right justified so that it 
can easily be associated with a repetition indicator (INDREP)

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 4

Type Alphanumeric

NB: this variable is right justified.

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Repetition indicator - INDREP

Definition This variable is an item in the establishment's address. It indicates the 
repetition of the building number in the street (Bis, Ter (2A, 2B), etc.). It must 
be associated with the building number variable (NUMVOIE).

More information Only alphabetical values are accepted. The default value is a blank " ".

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities B bis

T ter

Q quater

C quinquies

There may also, in exceptional cases, be sequential repetitions using A, B, C, D, etc.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Type of street or road of establishment location - TYPVOIE

Definition This variable indicates the type of street or road where the establishment is 
located (street, avenue, lane et.).

It is not always completed, or sometimes there are no street names in very 
small villages.

More information Only alphabetical values are accepted. The default value is a blank " ".

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 4

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities The list of abbreviations authorised is that of the functional information exchange standard and mainly corresponds to 
that of AFNOR standard Z 10-011.
" " Not applicable or other
ALL Allée
AV Avenue
BD Boulevard
CAR Carrefour
CHE Chemin
CHS Chaussée
CITE Cité
COR Corniche
CRS Cours
DOM Domaine
DSC Descente
ECA Ecart
ESP Esplanade
FG Faubourg
GR Grande Rue
HAM Hameau
HLE Halle
IMP Impasse
LD Lieu-dit
LOT Lotissement
MAR Marché
MTE Montée
PAS Passage
PL Place
PLN Plaine
PLT Plateau
PRO Promenade
PRV Parvis
QUA Quartier
QUAI Quai
RES Résidence
RLE Ruelle
ROC Rocade
RPT Rond-point
RTE Route
RUE Rue
SEN Sente - Sentier
SQ Square
TPL Terre-plein
TRA Traverse
VLA Villa
VLGE Village
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Name of street or road of establishment location - LIBVOIE

Definition This variable indicates the name of the street or road in the municipality 
where the establishment is located.

More information This variable is not always completed, in particular in small villages.

The list of abbreviations authorised is that of the functional information 
exchange standard which corresponds to that of AFNOR standard Z 10-011.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 32

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Postcode - CODPOS

Definition This variable indicates the postcode of the establishment's address, as used 
by the post office.

More information Sometimes it can be different to the one in variables L6_NORMALISEE and 
L6_DECLAREE (sixth line of the normalised or declared address). This is the 
postcode attached to the address. This situation arises when the 
establishment has a Cedex address, for example, or when its post is 
delivered by a different post office to that of the municipality where it is 
located.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Cedex code - CEDEX

Definition This variable contains the establishment's CEDEX code (Courrier 
d'Entreprise à Distribution EXceptionnelle, special business postal deliveries) 
if it has special postal deliveries.

CEDEX codes are items that specify the post office that will deliver the post. 

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Region of establishment location - RPET

Definition This variable corresponds to the region where the establishment is located.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114819
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Name of the region - LIBREG

Definition This variable corresponds to the name of the region where the establishment 
is located.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 70

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities See "Region of establishment location - RPET" variable
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Department of establishment location - DEPET

Definition This variable corresponds to the department where the establishment is 
located.

More information For establishments located abroad (case head of registered offices of French 
establishments), the DEPET code is 99. The country of location is then 
identifiable by the COMET code.

Source and updating SIRENE register

The departments are defined in the COG (Code Officiel Géographique, 
Official Geographic Code) available on the INSEE website: 
https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114819.

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114819

For Overseas Departments (DOM), the DEPET code is 97, including for Saint-Pierre-et-
Miquelon, Mayotte, Saint-Barthélémy and Saint-Martin.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Arrondissement of establishment location - ARRONET

Definition This variable corresponds to the arrondissement where the establishment is 
located.

More information The arrondissements of the departments in Metropolitan France have only 
once character, even if they are codified over two positions (left-justified).

For Lyon, Marseille and Paris, the arrondissements correspond to the 
municipality.

E.g.: PARIS DEP = 75 and ARRONET = 1 (not to be confused with municipal 
arrondissements)

For Overseas Departments, both characters are used. The left character 
stands for the Department: 1 Guadeloupe, 2 Martinique, 3 French Guiana...

The right character identifies the arrondissement.

E.g.: for the arrondissement of Fort-de-France in Martinique, this gives DEP = 
97 and ARRONET = 21.

This variable is not completed for addresses abroad.

Source and updating Geographic reference base

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114819
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Canton of establishment location - CTONET

Definition This variable corresponds to the canton where the establishment is located.

More information This variable is completed for units situated in France.

The cantons of the departments in Metropolitan France use 2 left-justified 
positions. The cantons of the Overseas Departments use 3 positions, with the 
position on the left characterising the department: 1 Guadeloupe, 2 
Martinique, 3 French Guiana, 4 Réunion, 6 Mayotte.

Cantons consist of 1 or more entire municipalities, portions of municipalities 
or even both. When a municipality is divided up into several cantonal 
fractions, a canton code is allocated for the entire municipality (classification 
greater than 80): it is this code that appears in Sirene files.

Source and updating Geographic reference base

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 3

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114819
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Municipality of establishment location - COMET

Definition This variable represents the code officially allocated to a municipality 
("commune") and it is combined with the department variable (DEPET) to 
identify the municipality where the establishment is located.

Source and updating SIRENE register

The municipalities are defined in the COG (Code Officiel Géographique, 
Official Geographic Code) available on the INSEE website: 
https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2016807.

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 3

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114819

COMET represents the

- 16 arrondissements of Marseille (codes 201 to 216)

- 9 arrondissements of Lyon (codes 381 to 389)

- 20 arrondissements of Paris (codes 101 to 120)

For addresses abroad it represents the associated country code.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Name of municipality of establishment location - LIBCOM

Definition This variable indicates the name of the municipality where the establishment 
is located.

More information This variable contains the name corresponding to the municipality code to 
which it belongs in the official classification of the geographic code.

Source and updating SIRENE register

The municipalities are defined in the COG (Code Officiel Géographique, 
Official Geographic Code) available on the INSEE website: 
https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2016807.

Length 32

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114819
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Department of the urban unit of establishment location - DU

Definition This variable corresponds to the department of the urban unit where the 
establishment is located. This variable is to be linked with the urban unit and 
the size of the urban unit.

The urban unit is a municipality or set of municipalities that includes within its 
boundaries a built-up zone with at least 2,000 inhabitants where no dwelling 
is more than 200 metres away from the nearest one to it. In addition, each 
municipality concerned has more than half its population in that built-up 
zone.

More information It is completed for establishments situated in French departments and also 
belonging to urban units. It is not completed for addresses abroad.

This variable identifies the department of the urban unit (DU):

- 00 for inter-department urban units

- code of the department for intra-department urban units in Metropolitan 
France

- 9A for Guadeloupe

- 9B for Martinique

- 9C for French Guiana

- 9D for Reunion

E.g.: NIORT belongs to an urban unit situated in the department of Deux-
Sèvres (DU = 79).

Source and updating The geographical zoning was updated in 2010.

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114631
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Size of the urban unit - TU

Definition This variable corresponds to the size of the urban unit in terms of the 
population bracket into which the municipality where the establishment is 
located falls.

The urban unit is a municipality or set of municipalities that includes within its 
boundaries a built-up zone with at least 2,000 inhabitants where no dwelling 
is more than 200 metres away from the nearest one to it. In addition, each 
municipality concerned has more than half its population in that built-up 
zone.

More information This variable is to be linked with the department of the Urban Unit (DU) and 
its number (UU).

It is completed for establishments situated in French departments and also 
belonging to urban units.

It corresponds to the population bracket (TU) without double counts in the last 
census of the entire urban unit (for international urban units, only the 
municipalities situated in France are counted).

Example: Niort belongs to the 50,000 to 99,999 inhabitant urban unit 
population bracket (TU = 5).

Source and updating The geographical zoning was updated in 2010.

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects the 
establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable to 
integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 Establishment located in a rural municipality
1 Urban unit with less than 5,000 inhabitants
2 Urban unit with 5,000 to 9,999 inhabitants
3 Urban unit with 10,000 to 19,999 inhabitants
4 Urban unit with 20,000 to 49,999 inhabitants
5 Urban unit with 50,000 to 99,999 inhabitants
6 Urban unit with 100,000 to 199,999 inhabitants
7 Urban unit with 200,000 to 1,999,999 inhabitants
8 Paris conurbation
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Number of the urban unit - UU

Definition This variable gives the code of the urban unit. The urban unit is a 
municipality or set of municipalities that includes within its boundaries a built-
up zone with at least 2,000 inhabitants where no dwelling is more than 200 
metres away from the nearest one to it. In addition, each municipality 
concerned has more than half its population in that built-up zone.

This urban unit code is a serial number allocated to each urban unit within a 
department.

More information This variable is to be linked with the Department of the Urban Unit and the 
Size of the Urban Unit (DU and TU). It is completed for establishments 
situated in French departments and also belonging to urban units.

An urban unit consisting of several municipalities is called a conurbation. 

This variable corresponds to a serial number allocated to each urban unit 
(UU) within each of the urban unit population bracket classes (TU), in an 
increasing sequence according to the population without double counts in 
each department for urban units in a single department (01 to 49), in the 
whole of France for inter-department urban units (51 to 99).

Example: the Niort urban unit is the first urban unit (UU = 01) in the bracket 
(TU = 5) in department 79.

Source and updating The geographical zoning was updated in 2010.

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Location of the establishment in a public inter-municipality cooperation 
establishment - EPCI

Definition Public Inter-Municipal Cooperation Establishments (EPCIs) are groupings of 
municipalities whose purpose is to develop "joint development projects within 
perimeters of solidarity". They are subject to common, homogeneous rules 
that are comparable to those of local authorities. EPCI with taxation powers 
are entitled to raise their own taxes. These are urban communities, 
conurbation communities, conurbation communities, and communities of 
municipalities. Only these types of EPCI are available. 

More information The codes of the EPCIs correspond to their SIREN number.

Source and updating Geographic reference base

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 9

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2510634
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Detailed municipality population bracket - TCD

Definition This variable indicates the population bracket into which the municipality 
where the establishment is located falls.

For example, establishments based in Paris all have the modality "80", 
corresponding to the size of the municipality, which is in the "1,500,000 
inhabitants and more" bracket.

More information This variable is not completed for addresses abroad.

Source and updating Population census.

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 01 Municipalities with less than 50 inhabitants
02 Municipalities with 50 to 99 inhabitants
03 Municipalities with 100 to 149 inhabitants
04 Municipalities with 150 to 199 inhabitants
05 Municipalities with 200 to 249 inhabitants
06 Municipalities with 250 to 299 inhabitants
07 Municipalities with 300 to 399 inhabitants
08 Municipalities with 400 to 499 inhabitants
11 Municipalities with 500 to 699 inhabitants
12 Municipalities with 700 to 999 inhabitants
13 Municipalities with 1000 to 1,499 inhabitants
14 Municipalities with 1500 to 1,999 inhabitants
15 Municipalities with 2000 to 2,499 inhabitants
16 Municipalities with 2500 to 2,999 inhabitants
17 Municipalities with 3000 to 3,999 inhabitants
18 Municipalities with 4000 to 4,999 inhabitants
21 Municipalities with 5000 to 6,999 inhabitants
22 Municipalities with 7,000 to 9,999 inhabitants
31 Municipalities with 10,000 to 14,999 inhabitants
32 Municipalities with 15,000 to 19,999 inhabitants
41 Municipalities with 20,000 to 24,999 inhabitants
42 Municipalities with 25,000 to 29,999 inhabitants
43 Municipalities with 30,000 to 39,999 inhabitants
44 Municipalities with 40,000 to 49,999 inhabitants
51 Municipalities with 50,000 to 69,999 inhabitants
52 Municipalities with 70,000 to 99,999 inhabitants
61 Municipalities with 100,000 to 149,999 inhabitants
62 Municipalities with 150,000 to 199,999 inhabitants
71 Municipalities with 200,000 to 299,999 inhabitants
72 Municipalities with 300,000 to 499,999 inhabitants
73 Municipalities with 500,000 to 1,499,999 inhabitants
80 Municipalities with 1,500,000 inhabitants or more
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Employment zone - ZEMET

Definition This variable gives the employment zone where the establishment is located.

An employment zone is a geographical area within which most of the labour 
force lives and works, and in which establishments can find the main part of 
the labour force necessary to occupy the offered jobs.

More information The division into employment zones provides a breakdown of the territory 
adapted to local studies of the employment market. The zoning also defines 
relevant territories for local diagnoses and can guide the demarcation of 
territories for the implementation of territorial policies by public authorities or 
local actors. This zoning is defined both for Metropolitan France and for the 
Overseas Departments (DOM).

The updated breakdown is based on the flows of movement from residence 
to work of active persons observed during the 2006 census. 

The employment zone consists of 4 digits. The first two digits correspond to 
the region code (00 if the employment zone cuts across several regions) and 
the last two to a serial number - examples: 7209 Agen, 0061 Toulouse.

Source and updating This geographical zoning dates from 2010 and concerns the regions as they 
existed prior to the territorial reform of 2016.

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 4

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114631
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Establishment is a registered office or not - SIEGE

Definition This variable indicates whether the establishment is a registered office or 
not. When an enterprise carries out its activities in several establishments, 
one of them must have the status of registered office. 

More information Every enterprise has only one establishment that is the registered office.

When an enterprise has only one establishment, it necessarily has the status 
of registered office.

The first establishment created for a newly created enterprise is necessarily 
its registered office. Any extra establishments created necessarily have non-
registered office status, unless the registered office is transferred.

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is completed from information declared by enterprises.

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 1 Registered office establishment

0 Non-registered office establishment
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Brand name or operating name - ENSEIGNE

Definition This is the name used to refer to the location or premises where the business 
is carried on. It enables the clientele to identify the establishment easily 
(brand name or operating name). Where one exists, the brand name 
constitutes the second line of the geo-postal address of the establishment. 
Example: "Coiff Land" is the brand name of the hairdressing salon belonging 
to the unincorporated enterprise named "Mrs Justine Martin".

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 40

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Direct mailing scope indicator - IND_PUBLIPO

Definition This variable is an indicator of the direct mailing scope which indicates 
whether the establishment belongs to this scope or not. 

The direct mailing scope corresponds to the establishments that are both 
part of the direct mailing areas of interest and whose address quality is 
considered as sufficient.

More information Direct mailing areas of interest correspond to:

- productive establishments, with certain sectors of activity being added or 
removed,

- non-productive employer establishments (establishment with a positive 
workforce, providers of personnel).

The address quality deemed sufficient for direct mailing is based on known 
information about the establishment concerning Undelivered Letters (PND), 
restated addresses and other changes in the register.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 establishment that is not part of the direct mailing scope

1 establishment that is part of the direct mailing scope
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Establishment's dissemination status - DIFFCOM

Definition This variable indicates whether a sole proprietor has exercised his right not 
to be included in INSEE file dissemination, in accordance with Article A123-
96 of the Commercial Code.

More information Article A123-96 of the Commercial Code states that:

"Any physical person may request directly at the time of the creation or 
modification formalities or by sending a letter to the Director Général of 
INSEE (National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies) that the 
information in the register concerning him/her not be made available for use 
by third parties other than the organisations authorised under Article R. 123-
224 or public authorities, for prospecting purposes, commercial in particular.

As soon as a natural person exercises their right of opposition, this leads to 
VMAJ="O" in the update files and to the disappearance of the establishment 
concerned from the stock file. 

The information concerning this establishment can no longer be disseminated 
or used for prospecting purposes.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities O Establishment can be disseminated

N Natural person who has asked to be excluded from the dissemination. This modality is 
only visible to organisations accredited under Article R. 123-224 or public authorities.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Year and month of establishment's entry into the dissemination 
database - AMINTRET

Definition This variable gives the year and month when the establishment was entered 
into the Sirene database.

This variable is intended for a well-informed public.

More information For new establishments, this variable is generally close to the effective date 
of the event of creation or re-activation of the establishment. However, the 
month of entry may be different (earlier or later than the variable indicating 
the establishment's date of creation). For example, certain entrepreneurs may 
make an early declaration of the creation of an enterprise in order to facilitate 
certain administrative formalities. 

Source and updating "SIRENE® database".

Length 6

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYYMM

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities This variable is codified in six characters in YYYYMM format with the year (YYYY) and the month 
(MM).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Nature of the establishment of a sole proprietor - NATETAB

Definition This is the type of activity exercised by sole proprietors (craftsperson, trader, 
liberal professional, etc.).

More information The occupational category (craftsperson or liberal professional) is not one of 
the variables mentioned by Article A123-88 of the Commercial Code defining 
the data recorded in the Sirene register for natural persons. However, for its 
dissemination files INSEE calculates a NATETAB variable at establishment 
level (and not at legal unit level).

Consequently, this variable cannot be used as an element of appreciation for 
the application of regulations or contracts. It is used under the responsibility 
of the organisation that chooses to use it, and cannot suffice to create any 
rights or obligations towards or incumbent upon the units concerned.

This variable is left blank for legal entities.

Source and updating Syracuse

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality It is a variable calculated by INSEE, with no legal value.

List of modalities Legal entity

1 Craftsperson-trader

2 Trader

3  Craftsperson

5 Liberal professional

6 Farmer

9 Other sole proprietors
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Wording of the nature of the establishment of a sole proprietors - 
LIBNATETAB

Definition This is the name of the type of activity exercised by the sole proprietor.

More information The type of activity of a sole proprietor is based, for each establishment, on a 
combination of the principal sector of activity and belonging to a register such 
as the Registre des Métiers (trades register).

This variable is left blank for legal entities.

Source and updating Syracuse

Length 30

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities See the variable "Nature of the establishment of a sole proprietor - NATETAB"
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Principal activity of the establishment - APET700

Definition When it is entered in the SIRENE register, each of an enterprise's 
establishments is allocated a code by INSEE that characterises its principal 
activity, known as the APE (Principal Activity) code. The APE code is based 
on the Nomenclature d'Activités Française (French Classification of 
Activities) (NAF: Rév2 2008). Establishments in the same enterprise may 
have different activities.

More information This variable is systematically completed.

If an enterprise has only one establishment, the establishment's APE (APET) 
is the same as that of the enterprise (APEN). It can happen that at the time of 
declaring the enterprise, INSEE is not able to allocate the right APE code: in 
this case the modality 0000Z can be assigned to it temporarily.

Decree no. 2007-1888 of 26 December 2007 on the approval of 
classifications of activities and products states:

- the allocation by INSEE (National Institute of Statistics and Economic 
Studies), for statistical purposes, of a code characterising the principal activity 
(APE code) with reference to the classification of activities cannot suffice to 
create any rights or obligations towards or incumbent upon the units 
concerned.

- the modalities of application, and in particular the classification of economic 
units under precise categories in these classifications by a public authority or 
department with a view to a specific (non-statistical) use of these 
classifications are entirely the responsibility of the user department.

- if a regulation or contract refers to these classifications, the signatories are 
entirely responsible for the scope they intend them to cover. It is their 
responsibility to explain that scope in as much detail s necessary.

Source and updating SIRENE register

The APET700 code is entered in the SIRENE register at the time of declaring 
the enterprise.

It may be updated following a declaration by the enterprise or on the basis of 
surveys carried out either for statistical purposes or to improve the register.

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/nafr2/section/A
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Wording of the establishment's principal activity - LIBAPET

Definition This variable corresponds to the wording of the establishment's activity code.

When it is entered in the SIRENE register, each of an enterprise's 
establishments is allocated a code by INSEE that characterises its principal 
activity, known as the APE code (Principal Activity).

Establishments in the same enterprise may have different activities.

More information This variable is systematically completed.

If an enterprise has only one establishment, the establishment's APE (APET) 
is the same as that of the enterprise (APEN). It can happen that at the time of 
declaring the enterprise, INSEE is not able to allocate the right APE code: in 
this case the modality 7010Z can be assigned to it temporarily.

Source and updating SIRENE register

The APET700 code is entered in the SIRENE register at the time of declaring 
the enterprise.

It may be updated following a declaration by the enterprise or on the basis of 
surveys carried out either for statistical purposes or to improve the register.

Length 65

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/nafr2/section/A
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Year of validity of the establishment's principal activity - DAPET

Definition This is the last date of validation of the establishment's APE (principal 
activity). This variable is a supplementary piece of information on the 
establishment's activity.

More information This date is mandatory. A "fictitious" date can be provided, connected to 
either the date of creation or the date of starting the activity.

Source and updating SIRENE register

It is updated whenever there is a modification of the establishment's activity 
(APET700).

Length 4

Type Alphanumeric

It takes the form: YYYY

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Size of establishment's salaried workforce - TEFET

Definition This variable corresponds to the size of the establishment's salaried 
workforce. It is a statistical variable, provided for the 31/12 of a given year, 
usually year n-2. It is to be linked with its date of validity, that is to say the 
date when the establishment's salaried workforce was updated. 

Source and updating SIRENE register

Variable updated twice a year, at the end of June and the end of December. 
Modifications appear in movements in the daily and monthly update files. The 
values are updated in the stock files at the beginning of July and the 
beginning of January.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities NN Non-employer units (no salaried workers during the reference year and no workforce on 
31/12) or units with no update to the workforce

00 0 salaried workers (units which have had salaried workers during the reference year, but 
no longer have a workforce on 31/12)

01 1 or 2 salaried workers

02 3 to 5 salaried workers

03 6 to 9 salaried workers

11 10 to 19 salaried workers

12 20 to 49 salaried workers

21 50 to 99 salaried workers

22 100 to 199 salaried workers

31 200 to 249 salaried workers

32 250 to 499 salaried workers

41 500 to 999 salaried workers

42 1,000 to 1,999 salaried workers

51 2,000 to 4,999 salaried workers

52 5,000 to 9,999 salaried workers

53 10,000 salaried workers and more
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Wording of the size of the establishment's salaried workforce - 
LIBTEFET

Definition This variable corresponds to the wording of the size of the establishment's 
salaried workforce. It is a statistical variable, provided for the 31/12 of a given 
year, usually year n-2. It is to be linked with its date of validity, that is to say 
the date when the establishment's salaried workforce was updated.

More information The size of the salaried workforce is determined for the salaried workforce of 
the enterprise (TEFEN) and for each of its establishments (TEFET).

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 23

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities See the variable "Size of establishment's salaried workforce - TEFET"
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Salaried workforce of the establishment to the nearest hundred - 
EFETCENT

Definition This variable corresponds to the effective workforce of the establishment to 
the nearest hundred. It is a statistical variable, provided for the 31/12 of a 
given year, usually year n-2. It is to be linked with its date of validity, that is to 
say the date when the establishment's salaried workforce was updated.

More information The code always corresponds to the lowest figure of the bracket. From 100, it 
is the salaried workforce rounded down to the nearest hundred that is given.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Variable updated twice a year, at the end of June and the end of December. 
Modifications appear in movements in the daily and monthly update files. The 
values are updated in the stock files at the beginning of July and the 
beginning of January.

Length 6

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities NN Non-employer units (no salaried workers during the reference year and no workforce on 
31/12) This bracket may contain some unknown workforces

0 0 salaried workers (no workforce on 31/12, but employed has salaried workers during the 
reference year)

1 1 to 2 salaried workers

3 3 to 5 salaried workers

6 6 to 9 salaried workers

10 10 to 19 salaried workers

20 20 to 49 salaried workers

50 50 to 99 salaried workers

100 100 to 199 salaried workers

200 200 to 299 salaried workers

.../... from 100 to 100 up to 999,999 salaried workers
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Year of validity of the establishment's salaried workforce - DEFET

Definition This is the year of the last update of the establishment's salaried workforce.

This variable is a supplementary piece of information on the size of the 
establishment's salaried workforce.

More information This variable gives the year of the last update of the establishment's salaried 
workforce, however its updating may have no effect on the size bracket the 
establishment is in (TEFET).

In the case of enterprises with only one establishment, the date of updating of 
the enterprise's workforce (DEFEN) and the establishment's (DEFET) are the 
same.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Variable updated twice a year, at the end of June and the end of December. 
Modifications appear in movements in the daily and monthly update files. The 
values are updated in the stock files at the beginning of July and the 
beginning of January.

Length 4

Type Alphanumeric

It takes the form: YYYY

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Origin of the creation of the establishment - ORIGINE

Definition This variable gives the declared origin of the establishment (creation, 
takeover, etc.).

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is completed at the time of creation based on the 
establishment's declaration.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities "" Not applicable

1 Creation (for any type of declaration)

3 Purchase (for non-agricultural declarations)

4 Contribution (for non-agricultural declarations)

6 Taking under lease management (for non-agricultural declarations)

7 Division (for non-agricultural declarations)

8 Takeover (for non-agricultural declarations)

9 Other (for non-agricultural declarations)

A Complete takeover of a holding (for agricultural declarations)

B Continuation of a farm business by a spouse (for agricultural declarations)

C Transfer of ownership (for agricultural declarations)

D Contribution of an individual holding or holdings (for agricultural declarations)

E Total or partial takeover of an individual holding (agricultural declarations)

F Commission-based management

NR Not completed

The "Not applicable" modality is used when the declaring unit is not concerned by this variable.

The "NR" modality is used when the declaring unit does not fit into any of the modalities 
available.

Remark: two other modalities can still be found for this variable: 2 (transfer of activity) and 5 
(takeover) for this variable. These modalities are from an old version of the inter-authority 
exchange standard used by INSEE and its partners. As not all administrative authorities have 
adopted the current version and as these are declared modalities, they cannot be changed in the 
SIRENE register.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Date of creation of the establishment - DCRET

Definition This variable gives the date when the establishment was created.

More information Even in the case of the re-activation of an establishment, this variable keeps 
the initial date of creation of the establishment in the register.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 8

Type Alphanumeric

It is in YYYYMMDD format.

This day may contain only partial information (older units in the Sirene 
register). It has only been completed systematically since 1980. Before that 
date, it was taken from the different trade and companies, industry registers, 
etc. 

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Date of beginning of activity - DDEBACT

Definition Date from which the establishment has been active without interruption.

More information It is not mandatory to complete this variable.

The information is calculated from the enterprise's date of starting its activity.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 8

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYYMMDD

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Nature of the establishment's activity - ACTIVNAT

Definition This variable provides supplementary information on the activity exercised by 
the establishment (transport, retail, services, etc.).

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities "" Not applicable

03 Extraction

04 Manufacturing, production

05 Assembly, installation

06 Repair

07 Transport

08 Import, export

09 Wholesalers, including on a fee or contract basis

10 Retail trade

11 Liberal profession

12 Services

13 Renting of furnished accommodation

14 Construction, civil engineering

15 Business services

20 Principal

99 Other

NR Not completed

The "Not applicable" modality is used when the declaring unit is not concerned by this variable.

The "NR" modality is used when the declaring unit does not fit into any of the modalities 
available.

Remark: two other modalities can still be found for this variable: 01 (construction works) and 02 
(civil engineering) for this variable. These modalities are from an old version of the inter-authority 
exchange standard used by INSEE and its partners. As not all administrative authorities have 
adopted the current version and as these are declared modalities, they cannot be changed in the 
SIRENE register.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Place of the establishment's activity - LIEUACT

Definition This is the establishment's place of activity declared at the time of its creation 
(office, factory, etc.).

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is a declared piece of information obtained at the time of the 
establishment's creation. It is complementary to the principal activity.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities "" Not applicable

02 Mine, quarry

04 Depot, warehouse

05 Shop

07 Office, chambers

08 Factory

09 Workshop

91 On a worksite

92 On a market

93 On customers' premises

99 Other

NR Not completed

The "Not applicable" modality is used when the declaring unit is not concerned by this variable.

Modality 99 is entered when the declaring unit is unable to enter one of the other modalities. 
Example: for the ACTIVNAT variable, 99 is entered if the unit has no extraction, manufacturing 
activity, etc. 

The "NR" modality is used when the declaring unit does not fit into any of the modalities 
available.

Remark: two other modalities can still be found for this variable: 01 (agricultural holding) and 03 
(factory, workshop) for this variable. These modalities are from an old version of the inter-
authority exchange standard used by INSEE and its partners. As not all administrative authorities 
have adopted the current version and as these are declared modalities, they cannot be changed 
in the SIRENE register.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Type of shop - ACTISURF

Definition This variable indicates, according to the floor area declared at the time of 
creation, to what type of shop the establishment corresponds.

More information It is calculated according to the floor area of the commercial establishment 
concerned.

The modalities of this variable are separate from the thresholds used in the 
NAF to classify retail outlets (less than 120m², from 120m² to 400m²).

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is calculated using a declared piece of information obtained at 
the time of the establishment's creation.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities "" Not applicable

1 Less than 300 m²

2 From 300 m² to under 400 m²

3 From 400 m² to under 2,500 m²

4 2,500 m² or over

The "Not applicable" modality is used when the declaring unit is not concerned by this variable.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Seasonal nature of the establishment's activity - SAISONAT

Definition This variable indicates whether the establishment has a permanent or 
seasonal activity. It is seasonal if the establishment ceases its activities 
completely for a period of more than three consecutive months.

More information This variable is subject to coherence checks based on the establishment's 
activity.

For example, agricultural activities can be seasonal whereas chemical 
industries do not have seasonal activities.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities P Permanent

S Seasonal

NR Not completed

The "NR" modality is used when the declaring unit does not fit into any of the modalities 
available.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Modality of the establishment's principal activity - MODET

Definition This variable is a supplementary piece of information on the establishment's 
activity. Examples: principal, assembly, etc.

More information This is a code that is complementary to the APET and completes the 
establishment's principal activity. It specifies certain aspects of this activity.

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is completed from enterprises' declaration.

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities D Principal

M Assembly, installation

R Repair

S Single activity
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Productive nature of the establishment - PRODET

Definition This variable provides information on the productive or non-productive nature 
of the establishment, that is to say whether it participates or not in the 
productive system.

More information The productive nature is determined based on the legal category and the 
activity, and in some cases, the workforce. It is similar to the notion of the 
market sector in the national accounts.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities O Productive

N Non-productive
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Particular participation in the establishment's production - PRODPART

Definition This establishment-level variable defines whether an establishment 
participates in a particular way in production.

Examples: lessor or lessee of a business, provider of personnel...

More information This is complementary to the PRODET variables.

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is constantly updated.

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities "" Not applicable

1 Lessee of a business

2 Lessor of a business

3 Provider of personnel

The "Not applicable" modality is used when the declaring unit is not concerned by this variable.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Ancillary nature of the establishment's activity - AUXILT

Definition This variable serves to characterise certain establishments that have an 
ancillary activity.

An ancillary activity is a service or production activity carried out only on 
behalf of the enterprise itself.

Examples of ancillary activities: in-house training, warehousing, transport of 
goods... The most common example is the head office of an enterprise in its 
administration of the enterprise role.

More information This variable is to be linked to the SIEGE variable.

Service activities not directly connected to the production process, such as 
canteens and staff transport, are secondary (not ancillary) activities.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 1 Auxiliary

0 Non-auxiliary
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Name of the enterprise - NOMEN_LONG

Definition This is the company name ("raison sociale") for a legal entity and the name 
for a sole proprietor.

More information This variable gives:

- for sole proprietors:

the name of the enterprise formed by concatenation of a part of the 
forenames and the family name of the sole proprietor, the spouse's name or 
other usual surname.

In order to distinguish spouses' family names or usual surnames from 
forenames, special characters (/ and *) are added as follows:

¤ family name and forename:

MARTIN*BERNARD/

¤ family name, usual surname and forenames:

PUGE*CHARLOT/RAYMONDE CAMILLE/

- for legal entities: the full name.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 131

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Enterprise's acronym - SIGLE

Definition An acronym is a reduced form of the name of a legal entity or public 
organisation.

More information The acronym usually consists of the initials of certain words in the name. 
Sometimes to make it easier to pronounce, the first 2 or 3 letters of certain 
words are used. In theory, an acronym consists of one word with between two 
and twenty letters. In principle, an acronym contains no dots and no spaces.

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is completed from information declared by enterprises.

Length 20

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Birth name - NOM

Definition Birth name for a natural person

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 100

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Forename - PRENOM

Definition Forename for a natural person

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 30

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Title of sole proprietors - CIVILITE

Definition This variable gives the title of sole proprietors entered in the register.

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is calculated using a declared piece of information obtained at 
the time of the creation of the sole proprietorship.

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from 
a source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities "" Not applicable

1 Mr

2 Ms

The "Not applicable" modality is used when the declaring unit is not concerned by this variable.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Identification number in the national register of associations - RNA

Definition For an association registered in the Sirene register, this variable gives its 
identification number in the RNA (national register of associations).

More information When the creation of an association is declared at the prefecture, the 
associations registrar enters it in the RNA (national register of associations).

This entry gives rise to a first registration in the form of an RNA number 
(sometimes called a "numéro de dossier" (file number) by the authorities), 
which consists of a W followed by 9 digits.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 10

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed partially. Surveys are currently being carried out to fill in 
the missing values.

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Internal classification number of the registered office establishment - 
NICSIEGE

Definition Internal classification number of the registered office establishment.

More information This is a code that enables the registered office establishment of an 
enterprise to be found easily. By association with the SIREN, it forms the 
SIRET of the registered office (legal entities) or the main establishment (sole 
proprietorships).

It consists of four digits and a fifth one that enables the validity of the SIRET 
no. to be checked.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Region of location of the enterprise's registered office - RPEN

Definition This is the region where the enterprise's registered office is located.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 01 Guadeloupe
02 Martinique
03 French Guiana
04 Reunion
06 Mayotte
07 Saint-Barthélémy
08 Saint-Martin
11 Ile-de-France (75, 77, 78, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95)
24 Centre-Val de Loire (18, 28, 36, 37, 41, 45)
27 Burgundy-Franche-Comté (21, 25, 39, 58, 70, 71, 89, 90)
28 Normandy (14, 27, 50, 61, 76)
32 Nord-Pas-de-Calais-Picardie (02, 59, 60, 62, 80)
44 Alsace-Champagne-Ardenne-Lorraine (08, 10, 51, 52, 54, 55, 57, 67, 68, 88)
52 Pays de La Loire (44, 49, 53, 72, 85)
53 Brittany (22, 29, 35, 56)
75 Aquitaine-Limousin-Poitou-Charentes (16, 17, 19, 23, 24, 33, 40, 47, 64, 79, 86, 87)
76 Languedoc-Roussillon-Midi-Pyrénées (09, 11, 12, 30, 31, 32, 34, 46, 48, 65, 66, 81, 82)
84 Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes (01, 03, 07, 15, 26, 38, 42, 43, 63, 69, 73, 74)
93 Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (04, 05, 06, 13, 83, 84)
94 Corsica (2A, 2B)
98 Overseas territories (TOM, incl. St-Pierre-et-Miquelon)
99 Abroad
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Department and municipality of location of the enterprise's registered 
office - DEPCOMEN

Definition This is the code of the department and municipality where the enterprise's 
registered office is located, with the code referring to the COG (Code Officiel 
Géographique, Official Geographic Code).

More information It is a grouping of structured elements on 2 levels:

- the department (2 positions)

- the municipality (3 positions)

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is codified from the official department and municipality-level 
geographic codes of the registered office establishment.

The municipalities are defined in the COG (Code Officiel Géographique, 
Official Geographic Code) available on the INSEE website: 
https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114819.

Variable updated in May (integration of the changes to the COG (Code 
Officiel Géographique, Official Geographic Code) on 1 January of the current 
year)

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2114819
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
E-mail address - ADR_MAIL

Definition This is the enterprise's electronic mail address.

More information This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Variable currently not completed

Length 80

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Legal form of the enterprise - NJ

Definition This variable is a supplementary piece of information on the enterprise to 
which the establishment belongs. The legal form corresponds to the legal 
category for legal entities (for example SARL - a limited liability company). 

More information The legal form describes the legal status of the enterprise only for legal 
entities:

- for legal entities under private law, the legal category is determined based 
on the sections (category and legal form) in the declaration form filled in at 
the time of creation.

- for public organisations, the legal form is determined by the regulation under 
which they are created.

The NJ code is allocated by INSEE with reference to the classification of legal 
categories. The code consists of 4 characters for legal entities and is left 
blank for unincorporated enterprises. The first 2 characters correspond to the 
fundamental legal criteria of the law relating to legal entities. An enterprise, a 
legal entity, can change legal category during its existence. This has an 
impact on the enterprise's existence in particular (SIREN). Enterprises can be 
allocated modalities not referenced in the official classification of legal 
categories. These anomalies may be attributable to provisional codification or 
updates that have not yet been made. In fact, it can happen that the legal 
status of certain units has not been modified following the creation and 
deletion of modalities. In general, these anomalies are picked up each year 
and are the subject of register improvement surveys (EARs).

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 4

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2028129
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Wording of the legal form - LIBNJ

Definition This is the legal form for of the enterprise in words.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 100

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2028129
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Principal activity of the enterprise - APEN700

Definition When it is entered in the SIRENE register, every enterprise is allocated a 
code by INSEE that characterises it principal activity, known as the APE 
(Principal Activity) code. The APE code of enterprises and establishments is 
based on the Nomenclature d'Activités Française (French Classification of 
Activities) (NAF: Rév2 2008).

More information This variable is systematically completed.

Where possible, the enterprise's principal activity is determined according to 
the breakdown of the activities of the establishments. If an enterprise has 
only one establishment, the APET is the same as the APEN. It can happen 
that at the time of declaring the enterprise, INSEE is not able to allocate the 
right APE code: in this case the modality 0000Z can be assigned to it 
temporarily.

Decree no. 2007-1888 of 26 December 2007 on the approval of 
classifications of activities and products states:

- the allocation by INSEE (National Institute of Statistics and Economic 
Studies), for statistical purposes, of a code characterising the principal activity 
(APE code) with reference to the classification of activities cannot suffice to 
create any rights or obligations towards or incumbent upon the units 
concerned.

- the modalities of application, and in particular the classification of economic 
units under precise categories in these classifications by a public authority or 
department with a view to a specific (non-statistical) use of these 
classifications are entirely the responsibility of the user department.

- if a regulation or contract refers to these classifications, the signatories are 
entirely responsible for the scope they intend them to cover. It is their 
responsibility to explain that scope in as much detail as necessary.

Source and updating SIRENE register

The APEN700 code is entered in the SIRENE register at the time of declaring 
the enterprise.

It may be updated following a declaration by the enterprise or on the basis of 
surveys carried out either for statistical purposes or to improve the register.

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/nafr2/section/A
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Wording of the establishment's principal activity - LIBAPEN

Definition When it is entered in the SIRENE register, every enterprise is allocated a 
code by INSEE that characterises it principal activity, known as the APE 
(Principal Activity) code. 

This variable corresponds to the wording of the enterprise's activity code. 

More information This variable is systematically completed.

Where possible, the enterprise's principal activity is determined according to 
the breakdown of the activities of the establishments. If an enterprise has 
only one establishment, the APET is the same as the APEN. It can happen 
that at the time of declaring the enterprise, INSEE is not able to allocate the 
right APE code: in this case the modality 0000Z can be assigned to it 
temporarily.

Source and updating SIRENE register

The APEN700 code is entered in the SIRENE register at the time of declaring 
the enterprise.

It may be updated following a declaration by the enterprise or on the basis of 
surveys carried out either for statistical purposes or to improve the register.

Length 65

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/nafr2/section/A
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Year of validity of the enterprise's principal activity - DAPEN

Definition This is the last date of validation of the enterprise's APE (principal activity). 
This variable is a supplementary piece of information on the enterprise's 
activity (APEN).

More information This date is mandatory and is the subject of a correction. If it has not been 
completed, a "fictitious" date is provided, connected to either the date of 
creation or the date of starting the activity.

Source and updating SIRENE register

It is updated whenever there is a modification of the enterprise's activity 
(APEN700).

Length 4

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYY

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Principal activity in the trade register - APRM

Definition This variable corresponds to the code for the activity exercised by a 
craftsperson registered with the trades register (Régistre des Métiers, RM). A 
craft activity is that of a self-employed professional who exercises a manual 
trade, often of a traditional nature, either alone or with a few other people 
(family, qualified tradesmen, apprentices, employees, etc.).

More information In the SIRENE register, the concept of a craft activity corresponds to the 
activity of any enterprise (sole proprietor or legal entity) or any establishment 
that can be registered with the trades register (RM). It is defined by a 
regulation (Decree no. 98-247 of 2 April 1998 on craft qualifications and the 
trades register). Two criteria are taken into account:

- size: the enterprise may have a craft activity as long as it does not employ 
more than 10 permanent salaried workers (except for special cases such as 
an enterprise with more than 10 salaried workers which was classed as a 
craft enterprise when it had 10 salaried workers or less, which is entitled to 
retain its status as a craft enterprise).

- the type of activity: these are mainly industrial activities, construction and 
civil engineering activities, repair activities and a few service activities (the 
Law of 5 July 1996 defines in relation to the NAF the types of activity that can 
be registered with the trades register (RM)).

This activity is allocated to the main establishment whenever one of the 
enterprise's establishments, whichever it may be, carries on a craft activity, 
even as a secondary activity. It is therefore quite common to find registered 
office establishments with an APE that is different to the APRM. For example, 
a registered office that sells clothes with a secondary establishment that is an 
alterations workshop. It can therefore be supposed that all enterprises with a 
craft activity are registered with the trades register (RM) and therefore have 
an APRM code.

Source and updating SIRENE register

If the information declared is not detailed enough in the declaration, a default 
code may have been allocated according to the activity declared. For the 
moment, this variable has not been updated.

Length 6

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities http://www.entreprises.gouv.fr/files/files/directions_services/secteurs-
professionnels/artisanat/nafa/nomenclature_nafa_rev2.pdf

NAFA classification used in the SIRENE register in accordance with the Order of 10 July 2008 
updated in 2016 following the Order of 4 December 2015.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Belonging to the social and solidarity economy - ESS

Definition This variable indicates whether the enterprise falls within the scope of the 
social and solidarity economy.

More information Law no. 2014-856 of 31 July 2014 officially defines the scope of the social 
and solidarity economy (SSE). This includes the four traditional families 
based on their legal regime (associations, foundations, cooperatives and 
mutual societies) and brings in a new category, SSE enterprises, which 
adhere to the same principles:

- pursuing a social goal other than the sole distribution of profits;

- controlled profit-making (in particular profits devoted mainly to maintaining 
and developing the activity);

- democratic and participatory governance.

The ESS variable defines a wider scope than the list put out by the CNCRES 
(National Council of Regional Chambers of the Social Economy), which is 
restricted to SSE companies that are employers.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities "" Enterprise not concerned

O The enterprise belongs to the scope of the social and solidarity economy

N The enterprise does not belong to the scope of the SSE

I Belonging invalidated by the registrars
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Date of SSE status - DATEESS

Definition Date of the status of belonging to the scope of the social and solidarity 
economy;

More information This variable is complementary to the ESS variable.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 8

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYYMMDD

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Size of enterprise's salaried workforce - TEFEN

Definition This variable corresponds to the size of the enterprise's salaried workforce. It 
is a statistical variable, provided for the 31/12 of a given year, usually year n-
2. It is to be linked with its date of validity, that is to say the date when the 
enterprise's salaried workforce was updated.

More information The size of the salaried workforce is determined for the salaried workforce of 
the enterprise (TEFEN) and for each of its establishments (TEFET).

Source and updating SIRENE register

Variable updated twice a year, at the end of June and the end of December. 
Modifications appear in movements in the daily and monthly update files. The 
values are updated in the stock files at the beginning of July and the 
beginning of January.

Length 2

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities NN Non-employer units (no salaried workers during the reference year and no workforce on 
31/12) This bracket may contain some unknown workforces
00 0 salaried workers (no workforce on 31/12, but employed has salaried workers during the 
reference year)
01 1 or 2 salaried workers
02 3 to 5 salaried workers
03 6 to 9 salaried workers
11 10 to 19 salaried workers
12 20 to 49 salaried workers
21 50 to 99 salaried workers
22 100 to 199 salaried workers
31 200 to 249 salaried workers
32 250 to 499 salaried workers
41 500 to 999 salaried workers
42 1,000 to 1,999 salaried workers
51 2,000 to 4,999 salaried workers
52 5,000 to 9,999 salaried workers
53 10,000 salaried workers and more
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Wording of the size of the enterprise's salaried workforce - LIBTEFEN

Definition This variable corresponds to the size of the enterprise's salaried workforce. It 
is a statistical variable, provided for the 31/12 of a given year, usually year n-
2. It is to be linked with its date of validity, that is to say the date when the 
enterprise's salaried workforce was updated.

More information The size of the salaried workforce is determined for the salaried workforce of 
the enterprise (TEFEN) and for each of its establishments (TEFET).

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 23

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities See the variable "Size of enterprise's salaried workforce - TEFEN"
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Salaried workforce of the enterprise to the nearest hundred - 
EFENCENT

Definition This variable corresponds to the effective workforce of the enterprise to the 
nearest hundred. It is a statistical variable, provided for the 31/12 of a given 
year, usually year n-2. It is to be linked with its date of validity, that is to say 
the date when the enterprise's salaried workforce was updated.

More information The code always corresponds to the lowest figure of the bracket. From 100, it 
is the salaried workforce rounded down to the nearest hundred that is given.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Variable updated twice a year, at the end of June and the end of December. 
Modifications appear in movements in the daily and monthly update files. The 
values are updated in the stock files at the beginning of July and the 
beginning of January.

Length 6

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities NN Non-employer units (no salaried workers during the reference year and no workforce on 
31/12) This bracket may contain some unknown workforces

0 0 salaried workers (no workforce on 31/12, but employed has salaried workers during the 
reference year)

1 1 to 2 salaried workers

3 3 to 5 salaried workers

6 6 to 9 salaried workers

10 10 to 19 salaried workers

20 20 to 49 salaried workers

50 50 to 99 salaried workers

100 100 to 199 salaried workers

200 200 to 299 salaried workers

.../... from 100 to 100 up to 999,999 salaried workers
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Year of validity of the enterprise's salaried workforce - DEFEN

Definition This variable gives the year of the last update of the enterprise's salaried 
workforce.

This variable is a supplementary piece of information on the size of the 
enterprise's salaried workforce.

More information This variable is modified on each update of the enterprise's salaried 
workforce, however its updating may have no effect on the size bracket the 
enterprise is in (TEFEN).

In the case of enterprises with only one establishment, the date of updating of 
the enterprise's workforce (DEFEN) and the establishment's (DEFET) are the 
same.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Variable updated twice a year, at the end of June and the end of December. 
Modifications appear in movements in the daily and monthly update files. The 
values are updated in the stock files at the beginning of July and the 
beginning of January.

Length 4

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYY

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Category of enterprise - CATEGORIE

Definition This variable indicates to which category the enterprise belongs: PME 
(SME), Intermediate-sized enterprise, Large enterprise. The reference year 
(n) for this variable is n-2. 

Source and updating SIRENE register

Variable updated at the end of the year.

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of January into the processing 
sequences.

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities
PME (SME, small and medium-sized enterprise) The category of small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) is made up of enterprises that employ fewer than 250 people and have an 
annual turnover of less than €50 million or a balance sheet total not exceeding €43 million. This 
category includes microenterprises.

ETI (Intermediate-sized enterprise): An intermediate-sized enterprise (ETI) is a company with 
between 250 and 4,999 employees, and a turnover which does not exceed €1.5 billion or a 
balance sheet total which does not exceed €2 billion.

A company with fewer than 250 employees, but a turnover greater than €50 million and a 
balance sheet exceeding €43 million is also considered to be an ETI.

GE (Large enterprise): A large enterprise is an enterprise that has at least 5,000 employees.

A company with fewer than 5,000 employees, but a turnover greater than €1.5 billion Euros and 
a balance sheet exceeding €2 billion is also considered to be a large enterprise.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Date of creation of the enterprise - DCREN

Definition This variable gives the date when the enterprise was created.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 8

Type Alphanumeric

It is in YYYYMMDD format.

This day may contain only partial information (older units in the Sirene 
register). It has only been completed systematically since 1980. Before that 
date, it was taken from the different trade and companies, industry registers, 
etc.

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Year and month of enterprise's entry into the dissemination database - 
AMINTREN

Definition This variable gives the year and month when the enterprise was entered into 
the Sirene database.

This variable is intended for a well-informed public.

More information For new enterprises, this variable is generally close to the effective date of 
the event of creation or re-activation of the enterprise. However, the month of 
entry may be different (earlier or later than the variable indicating the 
enterprise 's date of creation). For example, certain entrepreneurs may make 
an early declaration of the creation of an enterprise in order to facilitate 
certain administrative formalities.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database".

Length 6

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYYMM

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities This variable is codified in six characters in YYYYMM format with the year (YYYY) and the month 
(MM).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Enterprise's mono-activity index - MONOACT

Definition For multi-establishment enterprises, the enterprise's mono-activity index 
serves to qualify the homogeneity of the activities carried on in those 
establishments.

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is updated at the beginning of each year.

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities "" Not calculated

1 Enterprise whose establishments all have the same principal activity 

2 Enterprise with multiple establishments whose principal activities are spread across 
several divisions in the NAF, with one of these activities covering 80 to 99% of the workforce

3 Enterprise with multiple establishments whose principal activities are spread across 
several divisions in the NAF, with one of these activities covering 50 to 80% of the workforce

4 Enterprise with multiple establishments whose principal activities are spread across 
several divisions in the NAF, with none covering more than 50% of the workforce

5 Enterprise with multiple establishments whose principal activities are spread across 
several divisions in the NAF, with one of these activities covering more than 80% of the 
establishments

6 Enterprise with multiple establishments whose principal activities are spread across 
several divisions in the NAF, with one of these activities covering 50 to 80% of the 
establishments

7 Enterprise with multiple establishments whose principal activities are spread across 
several divisions in the NAF, with none covering more than 50% of the establishments
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Modality of the enterprise's principal activity - MODEN

Definition This variable is a supplementary piece of information on the enterprise's 
activity.

More information This is a code that is complementary to the APEN and completes the 
establishment's principal activity. It specifies certain aspects of this activity.

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is completed from enterprises' declaration.

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities D Principal

M Assembly, installation

R Repair

S Single activity
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Productive nature of the enterprise - PRODEN

Definition This variable provides information on the productive or non-productive nature 
of the enterprise, that is to say whether it participates or not in the productive 
system.

More information The productive nature is determined based on the legal category and the 
activity, and in some cases, the workforce. It is similar to the notion of the 
market sector in the national accounts.

There may be inconsistencies between the productive nature of the 
establishment and the enterprise, when the enterprise's APE is different to all 
the APEs of its establishments. 

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities O Productive

N Non-productive
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Year of validity of the enterprise-level sections taken from the ESA - 
ESAANN

Definition This is the year of validity of the enterprise-level sections taken from the ESA 
(Annual Sectoral Survey).

More information The Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA) has replaced the Annual Business Survey 
(EAE).

Source and updating This variable is updated every year by enriching the "SIRENE® database".

Variable updated at the end of June.

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 4

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYY

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Size of turnover for enterprises surveyed in the ESA - TCA

Definition This variable indicates the size of the turnover of enterprises surveyed in the 
Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA) and the Annual Production Survey (EAP).

More information This variable is updated every year. The turnover brackets are calculated, at 
the beginning of each year, for each unit based on the turnover exclusive of 
VAT. The update is done with the Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA) and the 
Annual Production Survey (EAP), which have replaced the Annual Business 
Surveys (EAE).

Source and updating Annual Structural Survey for large enterprises.

Variable updated at the end of June.

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities "" Not completed

0 Less than €0.5 million

1 From €0.5 million to under €1 million

2 From €1 million to under €2 million 

3 From €2 million to under €5 million 

4 From €5 million to under €10 million 

5 From €10 million to under €20 million 

6  From €20 million to under €50 million 

7 From €50 million to under €100 million 

8 From €100 million to under €200 million 

9 €200 million or more

The "not completed" modality is used when the declaring unit does not fit into any of the 
modalities available.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Principal activity of the enterprise taken from the ESA - ESAAPEN

Definition This variable corresponds to the Principal Activity taken from the Annual 
Sectoral Survey (ESA). The code is based on the Nomenclature d'Activités 
Française (French Classification of Activities).

This variable is intended for a well-informed public.

More information The Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA) has replaced the ANNUAL BUSINESS 
SURVEY (EAE).

Source and updating Variable updated at the end of June.

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/nafr2/section/A
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
First secondary activity declared in the ESA - ESASEC1N

Definition This variable corresponds to the enterprise's first secondary activity declared 
in the Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA); this is the activity generating the 
highest amount of turnover.

This variable is intended for a well-informed public.

More information The Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA) has replaced the Annual Business Survey 
(EAE).

Source and updating Variable updated at the end of June.

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/nafr2/section/A
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Second secondary activity declared in the ESA - ESASEC2N

Definition This variable corresponds to the enterprise's second secondary activity 
declared in the Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA); this is the activity generating 
the second highest amount of turnover in decreasing order.

This variable is intended for a well-informed public.

More information The Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA) has replaced the Annual Business Survey 
(EAE).

Source and updating Variable updated at the end of June.

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/nafr2/section/A
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Third secondary activity declared in the ESA - ESASEC3N

Definition This variable corresponds to the enterprise's third secondary activity 
declared in the Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA); this is the activity generating 
the third highest amount of turnover in deceasing order.

This variable is intended for a well-informed public.

More information The Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA) has replaced the Annual Business Survey 
(EAE).

Source and updating Variable updated at the end of June.

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/nafr2/section/A
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Fourth secondary activity declared in the ESA - ESASEC4N

Definition This variable corresponds to the enterprise's fourth secondary activity 
declared in the Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA); this is the activity generating 
the fourth highest amount of turnover in deceasing order.

This variable is intended for a well-informed public.

More information The Annual Sectoral Survey (ESA) has replaced the Annual Business Survey 
(EAE).

Source and updating Variable updated at the end of June.

NB: these updates are not systematically visible in the monthly and daily 
update files. They are only mentioned in them if another movement affects 
the establishment. To apply all the updates to this variable, it is indispensable 
to integrate the stock file from the beginning of July into the processing 
sequences.

Length 5

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).

List of modalities https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/nafr2/section/A
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Nature of the update (creation, deletion, modification) - VMAJ

Definition This variable represents the nature of the update for the update files.

More information This variable is completed only for the update files. It is a datum on the 
updating of the establishment.

It is codified when the monthly, quarterly, half-yearly differential databases are 
compiled. The code is determined according to the comparison between two 
Sirene® databases at a given moment N and N+1.

- if VMAJ = C: the establishment exists in base N+1 but not in base N

- if VMAJ = E: the establishment exists in base N but not in base N + 1

- if VMAJ = I and F: the establishment exists in base N and in base N + 1 with 
one or more variables modified.

- if VMAJ = D: the establishment falls within the scope of the dissemination.

- if VMAJ = O: the establishment is outside the scope of the dissemination.

As soon as a natural person exercises their right of opposition in accordance 
with Article A123-96 of the Commercial Code, this leads to VMAJ="O" in the 
update files and to the disappearance of the establishment concerned from 
the stock file.

The information concerning this establishment can no longer be disseminated 
or used for prospecting purposes.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities C Creation of establishment

E Deletion of establishment

I Modification, initial status

F Modification, final status

D Enters the dissemination

O Exits the dissemination
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator no. 1 - VMAJ1

Definition This is an indicator of the modification of certain data for the establishment: 
nature of the activity (ACTIVNAT) or the seasonal nature (or not) of the 
activity (SAISONNAT).

More information This variable is completed only for the "Update" products. It is a datum on the 
updating of the establishment.

It is codified when the monthly, quarterly and half-yearly differential databases 
are compiled. The code is determined according to the comparison between 
two Sirene® databases at a given moment N and N+1.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 1 Modification

0 No modification
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator no. 2 - VMAJ2

Definition This is an indicator of the modification of certain data for the establishment: 
principal activity of the establishment (ACTIVNAT) or the size of its workforce 
(TEFET).

More information This variable is completed only for the "Update" products. It is a datum on the 
updating of the establishment.

It is codified when the monthly, quarterly and half-yearly differential databases 
are compiled. The code is determined according to the comparison between 
two Sirene® databases at a given moment N and N+1.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 1 Modification

0 No modification
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator no. - VMAJ3

Definition This is an indicator of the modification of certain data for the establishment: 
legal form (NJ), the principal activity of the enterprise (APEN700) or the size 
of the enterprise's workforce (TEFEN).

More information This variable is completed only for the "Update" products. It is a datum on the 
updating of the enterprise.

It is codified when the monthly, quarterly and half-yearly differential databases 
are compiled. The code is determined according to the comparison between 
two Sirene® databases at a given moment N and N+1.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 1 Modification

0 No modification
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Date of processing the update - DATEMAJ

Definition This variable is a piece of information rendering the moment when the event 
was processed in the SIRENE register.

It is a complementary piece of information on the processing of the event 
affecting the establishment.

Remark: requests for entry or updating in the register may be made after or 
before the effective starting of the activity in the case of creations or the 
modification in the other cases. In some cases, DATEMAJ may therefore be 
very different to DATEVE (effective date of the event concerned for the 
enterprise or establishment).

More information This variable is mandatory.

It contains all the information relating to the date and time of processing the 
event in the Sirene register.

This product is supplied sorted according to SIREN-DATEMAJ: the events 
must be processed in this order.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 19

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS

- YYYY is the year,

- MM the month,

- JJ the day,

- T (time) separator of the date from the time,

- HH the hour, MM the minutes and SS the seconds.

Each element in the date is separated by a dash and each element in the 
time is separated by a colon.

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Type of event - EVE

Definition This variable characterises an event in the life of the enterprise or the 
establishment.

An event corresponds to a creation, a transfer or any other modification 
affecting an enterprise or an establishment. An event also includes the 
closure of an establishment or the cessation of business of an enterprise. 

More information This variable is a synthesis of the processing of the declaration of the 
enterprise or establishment in the SIRENE register. It gives the nature of the 
update.

Events occurring on the same day are aggregated. Only the major event is 
transmitted.

This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 4

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities C Creation establishment
CS Creation registered office
CTE Creation establishment (transfer)
CTS Creation registered office (transfer)
SU Legal cessation
ME Modification establishment
MS Modification registered office
MTDE Modification establishment departure (transfer)
MTAE Modification establishment arrival (transfer)
MTDS Modification registered office departure (transfer)
MTAS Modification registered office arrival (transfer)
MU Modification enterprise
RE Re-activation establishment
RS Re-activation registered office
SE Closure (or de-activation) establishment
SS Closure (or de-activation) registered office
STE Closure establishment (transfer)
STS Closure registered office (transfer)
RI Refusal of registration by the trade and companies register (RCS)
CC Creation by calibration
MC Modification by calibration
SC Deletion by calibration
I Entry into the scope of the dissemination 
O Exit from the scope of the dissemination 
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Date of the event - DATEVE

Definition This variable renders the effective date of the event declared concerning the 
enterprise or establishment.

More information When several events occur concerning the same establishment in one day, 
these events are aggregated. The date transmitted corresponds to the major 
event transmitted.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 8

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYYMMDD

There are a few units for which only the year YYYY is completed. These are 
units for which the exact date of the event is not known.

We advise you to enter a non-significant agreed event date for these units in 
order to facilitate identification in your files.

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Type of creation - TYPCREH

Definition This variable gives the type of establishment creation.

It is a datum for the updating of the establishment.

More information This variable is calculated based on the creation or re-activation events 
concerning enterprises or establishments recorded in the SIRENE register.

This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 1 Creation of a registered office establishment (leads to an enterprise creation)

2 Creation of a registered office establishment (leads to an enterprise re-activation)

3 Creation of a secondary establishment

4 Re-activation of an establishment

5 Transfer of a registered office establishment

6 Transfer of a secondary establishment

7 Entry into the dissemination scope of a registered office establishment

8 Entry into the dissemination scope of a secondary establishment

9 Creation during calibration
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Date of re-activation of the establishment (year, month, day) - 
DREACTET

Definition Date when the establishment restarts its activity.

More information It is not mandatory to complete this variable.

The information is calculated on the date of restarting the establishment's 
activity such as for example establishments with a seasonal activity.

This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 8

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYYMMDD

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Date of re-activation of the enterprise (year, month, day) - DREACTEN

Definition Date of the enterprise restarting its activity after a temporary cessation.

More information It is not mandatory to complete this variable.

The information is calculated from the enterprise's date of starting its activity.

This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating SIRENE register

Length 8

Type Alphanumeric

Format: YYYYMMDD

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the location address of the establishment - 
MADRESSE

Definition Indicator equal to 1 if one of the components in the establishment's address 
has been modified by the event.

More information The components in the address that can be changed are: the department, the 
municipality, the number of the building, the repetition indicator, the type of 
street or road, the name of the street or road, the location indicator, the 
special delivery code or the name of the country for abroad.

This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the brand name of the establishment - MENSEIGNE

Definition Indicator equal to 1 if the brand name of the establishment has been 
modified by the event.

More information This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the principal activity of the establishment - MAPET

Definition Indicator equal to 1 if the principal activity of the establishment has been 
modified by the event.

More information This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the productive nature of the establishment - 
MPRODET

Definition This variable indicates whether or not there has been a modification in the 
productive nature of the establishment.

More information This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the auxiliary nature of the establishment's activity - 
MAUXILT

Definition Indicator equal to 1 if the auxiliary nature of the establishment's principal 
activity has been modified by the event.

More information This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the name - MNOMEN

Definition Indicator equal to 1 if the elements making up the NOMEN_LONG variable 
have been modified by the event.

More information The indicator is equal to 1 if the event of the modification of:

- the surname/forename of the sole proprietor

- the name for legal entities.

This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the acronym - MSIGLE

Definition Indicator equal to 1 if the acronym of the enterprise has been modified by the 
event.

More information This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the NIC of the registered office or main 
establishment - MNICSIEGE

Definition Indicator equal to 1 if the NIC (internal classification number) of the 
enterprise or main establishment has been modified by the event.

More information This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the legal form - MNJ

Definition This variable indicates if the legal form has been modified by the event.

More information This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the principal activity of the enterprise - MAPEN

Definition Indicator equal to 1 if the principal activity of the enterprise has been 
modified by the event.

More information This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Update indicator for the productive nature of the enterprise - MPRODEN

Definition This variable indicates whether or not there has been a modification in the 
productive nature of the enterprise.

More information This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating "SIRENE® database"

Length 1

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality This is a variable calculated by INSEE or declared by enterprises, but 
checked by INSEE.

List of modalities 0 No change

1 Updated
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
SIRET number of the predecessor or successor - SIRETPS

Definition This variable corresponds to the SIRET number of the predecessor or 
successor associated with the SIRET number concerned by the event.

It is a complementary piece of information concerning the event.

More information The information is entered whenever it is known and validated in the SIRENE 
register. This is always the case in the declaration of the enterprise taking 
over another, but not always in the declaration of the enterprise ceasing its 
activity.

Remark: the predecessor's SIRET number is only completed when the 
predecessor establishment has closed.

This variable is only available in the daily update file.

Source and updating SIRENE register

This variable is completed and updated from information declared by 
enterprises.

Length 14

Type Alphanumeric

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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SIRENE DISSEMINATION
Telephone - TEL

Definition This is the enterprise landline number.

More information For the Overseas Departments (DOM), the number has 10 characters (it 
begins with a 0 followed by an international code with 3 digits).

Example: for Martinique 0596 42 51 08

This variable may contain spaces between groups of digits.

Source and updating SIRENE register

The landline number is an optional variable. It is completed from enterprises' 
declarations and is never checked or updated.

Length 14

Type Alphanumeric

The variable is left-justified. There may be blanks between groups of digits.

Completion Variable completed in full or partially

Quality INSEE has no control over the quality of this variable. It is either not certified 
as it is declared by enterprises and not checked by INSEE, or it comes from a 
source exogenous to the register (survey, administrative source, etc.).
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